The agrochemical industry is using trade agreements to block proposed bans on pesticides identified as the worst occupational health hazards by a multi-country illness surveillance program in Central America. Through privileged access to closed-door negotiations, industry inserted deregulatory mechanisms, including a regional pesticide registry that invalidates national laws, investors’ rights protection, and increased intellectual property protections, into the draft Central American Customs Union and the Central American Free Trade Agreement. These agreements undermine health-based national pesticide registration requirements; weaken health ministries’ role in pesticide control; block marketing of cheaper, less toxic pesticides; and have a chilling effect on future pesticide regulatory activity. So long as corporations have privileged access to the trade negotiations and civil society is excluded, the resulting agreements will benefit special interests at the expense of public health.
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Central America has been a world leader in pesticide imports and use per capita, as well as in consequent pesticide-related problems. Between 1992 and 2000, pesticide imports in Central America more than doubled, from 18,000 to 45,000 tons.1 Data from a long-term illness surveillance program, PLAGSALUD, carried out by the Pan-American Health Organization and the seven Central American ministries of health, documented over 7,000 pesticide poisonings in 2000, along with an average 98% underreporting rate of pesticide poisonings in the region. Factoring in the underreporting, the program estimates that almost 400,000 pesticide poisoning incidents occur in the region each year.2 PLAGSALUD generated a short list of the 12 worst-actor pesticides responsible for the significant majority of poisonings,3 eight of which are classified as Ia/Ib, the most highly toxic category, according to the World Health Organization.4 These pesticides are marketed in the region by major transnational agrochemical corporations such as Aventis, BASF AG, Bayer, Dow Agrosciences, and Syngenta, as well as other international and national companies.5

Banning these 12 extremely toxic pesticides would go a long way to address occupational and environmental health problems associated with pesticides in the region. In fact, in Nicaragua, it is estimated that banning just a few of the 12 pesticides—including methamidophos, methomyl, and clorpirifos—could reduce occupational pesticide poisonings by over 50%.6 The data are so persuasive that the annual meeting of health ministers in Central America and the Dominican Republic, known by the Spanish acronym RESSCAD, issued a resolution calling for controls on the 12 worst-actor pesticides the Subregion.7 This marked the first time the ministers had addressed the occupation and environmental health risks of chemicals, and points to the potential for an effective public-health–based solution to the pesticide problem.

Epidemiological Surveillance and Democratic Reform: Advancing a Public Health Agenda

The PLAGSALUD data, in combination with adoption of more progressive pesticide and toxic-substances laws in several Central American countries, put the need for stricter controls to address health problems associated with pesticides squarely on the regional agenda. For example, in Nicaragua, the country with the strongest pesticide law in the region, a unique coalition of public health agencies and civil society used a new national law to trigger formal reviews of the registration of these worst-actor pesticides, with an eye toward their prohibition.

Collaboration between the health and environment sector and civil society organizations (CSOs) led to the adoption of the Pesticide and Toxic Substances Law (Law 2748) in 1998. The law gives the health ministry legally binding authority to issue a toxicological evaluation of pesticides proposed for registration. Using this authority, the Nicaraguan ministry has blocked registration of numerous pesticides that it judged to present unacceptable risks to public health. Moreover, the law gives public agencies as well as CSOs and individual citizens the right to require that the agriculture...
ministry conduct a formal reevaluation of the registration of any pesticide where there is evidence of significant adverse effects to agriculture, public health, or the environment.9

In 2001, the Nicaraguan ministry of health submitted the PLAGSALUD pesticide poisoning data to the Minister of Agriculture under the relevant provision of Law 274. The Minister was then legally bound to convene a multisectoral Technical Reevaluation Commission,10 including the ministries of agriculture, health, and environment, along with CSO and industry representatives, which spent almost two years taking technical testimony on the 12 pesticides. In recognition of this precedent-setting use of a national pesticide law, the pesticide industry flew in scientists from their headquarters around the world to argue for the safety of their products.

In January 2004, the Commission submitted its report to the Minister of Agriculture, recommending that three of the 12 pesticides be banned and restricting the sale of the other nine, and waited for him to take action. It is proving to be a long wait. The pesticide industry had already incorporated several provisions into draft regional trade agreements that would effectively circumvent any national legislation that was proving troublesome for them; therefore any delay in national action until the agreements are adopted would clearly be in their interest. So the Minister delayed, citing the need to wait and see whether the trade agreements would be adopted before taking any action.

The Winds of Deregulation Blow across the Isthmus

Agrochemical corporations have considerable political influence in Central America, where they have unparalleled access to and influence on national pesticide commissions and agricultural ministries. Pesticide industry representatives11 were invited to participate as official members of government delegations to the Central American Customs Union negotiations as early as 1997, years before the general public, or even the health ministries, knew that the trade agreement was being proposed, and have been well represented on the national CAFTA negotiating teams. There is also a quickly rotating door between industry and government; for example, the current Nicaraguan Minister of Agriculture, who is the authority of record for pesticides, is a former president of the Nicaraguan agrochemical industry association, ANIFODA, the local Crop Life group.12

Free-trade agreements have become the key forums in which industry pursues global deregulation. Under the guise of eliminating “non-tariff barriers to trade,” free-trade accords such as the WTO, CAFTA,13 and the proposed Central American Customs Union14 are imposing on countries international standards that have been “harmonized” to the lowest common denominator, capricious “equivalency” standards; investors’ rights that can be used to protect the right to profit over the right to health and environment; and patent and data protections that benefit transnational corporate interests. This combined package of deregulation on the one hand, and protection from competition on the other, is being used effectively in Central America to undercut national regulations and health standards, especially pesticide bans and stronger registration procedures, and to prevent the development of a local generic market for newer, and often less toxic, pesticides.

The Unified Pesticide Registry of the Central American Customs Union

The agrochemical industry inserted the creation of a regionally Unified Pesticide Registry into Central American Customs Union early in the negotiations. The Unified Registry would arbitrarily declare the various Central American national pesticide registration laws and regulations to be equivalent—even though they provide widely varying levels of health protection—so that once registered in one country a pesticide can circulate freely in all the countries that are members of the Union.15

The proposed registry is a very effective way for the pesticide industry to circumvent, for example, the stronger pesticide law in Nicaragua that gives the health ministry and civil society a legally binding role in pesticide registration. Once the Unified Registry is in place, companies will be able to select a country with a lax pesticide registration law, such as Guatemala, the regional center for pesticide formulation, and register their product for the whole region. Once the pro-forma registration process in Guatemala is completed (little more than a rubber stamp on an application), the pesticide will be registered for sale all member countries of the Customs Union.16

In theory, national bans in Nicaragua, El Salvador, or any other country still apply under such a system. But because the Customs Union does away with border inspections, in reality once a pesticide enters the stream of commerce in any Central American country it will be able to circulate freely throughout the entire Union. Central American budgets and staffs for rural inspection and monitoring of pesticide sales in the field are virtually nonexistent. In this way, the registry also seriously undermines the possibility and impact of adopting new national bans in the future.

The Unified Registry: A Life Preserver for Pesticides Facing Bans

The Unified Registry effectively removes control over pesticide registration—the fundamental regulatory mechanism in most countries—from the national level where democratic mechanisms are at play, to the supranational level, where neither civil society nor,
often, the ministries of environment and health are invited to the table.

The Technical Review Commission convened under the Nicaraguan pesticide law issued its resolution in early 2004 based on the two-year review process of the 12 worst-actor pesticides identified by PLAGSALUD. Based on its review, the commission, a consensus body with full participation of the ministry of agriculture, recommended a complete ban on monocrotophos, methamidophos, and methyl parathion, and restrictions on the sale of the other nine products.  

Faced with the Commission’s recommendations, in 2004 the Minister of Agriculture used his ultimate weapon. He stated in a letter to an environmental organization that was a member of the Commission that he needed to wait until the Customs Union was in place before taking any action on the recommendations, reasoning that the adoption of the Unified Registry would mean that regulatory action could only taken regionally, although there is no mechanism contemplated for regional action.

The minister’s position is not supported by either the Nicaraguan pesticide law or the letter and spirit of the Customs Union. The Central American economic integration agency, SIECA, and the governments themselves consistently reaffirm that a guiding principle of the Customs Union is the strict adherence to the constitution of each of the member nations. The majority of the Central American constitutions, including Nicaragua’s, declare that the government has the duty to safeguard the health and environment of its citizens. No constitution says that this duty may be delegated to another sovereign nation whose government is completely unresponsive to the first country’s citizens.

The ministry of health, together with Nicaraguan environmental groups, is planning to petition the Minister of Agriculture to convene another meeting of the Technical Reevaluation Committee to address the lack of action on the committee’s recommendations, but since the minister himself must convene the meeting it is by no means certain to happen. Additionally, an environmental organization, Centro Humboldt (the national representative of the Pesticide Action Network—Central America) is considering petitioning the Environmental Prosecutor’s office to force the agriculture minister to carry out his duties under the pesticide law and implement the Commission’s recommendations. Unfortunately, in Nicaragua, as in many developing southern countries, there are limited avenues of legal recourse available. The only other option open to the Centro Humboldt is an action at the Supreme Court, which is both costly and slow. Nonetheless, many who have been involved in the PLAGSALUD program and the Technical Reevaluation Committee fear that without legal action the Minister of Agriculture will abdicate his legal duty, legitimizing his inaction with the possibility that the Unified Pesticide Registry will be adopted, and let the Commission’s recommendations, whose implementation could appreciably reduce a significant occupational health hazard in the country, languish indefinitely.

Tools of the Trade

In addition to the Unified Pesticide Registry, the proposed Central American trade agreements make use of deregulatory mechanisms found in other trade accords around the world from the WTO to bilateral investment treaties, all of which have clear benefits for transnational corporations and equally clear risks for public health and the environment. These mechanisms include equivalence agreements (such as the Unified Pesticide Registry), harmonization agreements, and aggressive investors’ rights protections. CAFTA also adds a new intellectual property rights (IPR) protection mechanism known as “data exclusivity” to this lineup. Data protection is a clear boon for transnational agrochemical companies’ bottom lines, but it is detrimental to public health and the poor economies in Central America.

Harmonization refers to the process of replacing democratically adopted national-level food safety, pesticide, or other standards with uniform international standards generated by supranational forums that are usually closed to the public, but quite open to corporate interests. These standards then become the only trade-legal standard, i.e., the only standard a country can enforce without risking trade sanctions for erecting “technical barriers to trade.”

Since the late 1990s, the Central American countries have moved to harmonize pesticide toxicity labeling across the seven countries through a regional phytosanitary organization known by its Spanish acronym as OIRSA that works closely with the agrochemical industry. The resulting harmonization required some countries to downgrade the toxicity labels on certain pesticides. For example, Guatemala had adopted health-based pesticide labeling regulations, which led the government to classify paraquat as a red-label, or extremely toxic, pesticide, based on the high national poisoning rate. The regionally harmonized toxicity labeling requirements, which were negotiated without health sector participation, required Guatemala to downgrade paraquat to a moderately toxic, blue-label pesticide, over the ministry of health’s objection. In a country like Guatemala with a high illiteracy rate, the red label is the only effective tool to warn users of the product’s risk.

CAFTA’s investors’ rights provisions allow private corporations to sue governments for practices—including enforcing environmental and health regulations—that can be interpreted as a regulatory appropriation that diminishes the corporation’s expected future profits. Similarly, Chapter 11 of the North American Free Trade Agreement allows foreign investors to sue the United States government for actions that have a discriminatory effect on businesses located in the United States. It is not clear that the government is prepared to act in the public interest to resist challenges to its environmental and health regulations.
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) CAFTA will give foreign corporations broad rights that do not exist under U.S. law, allowing them to challenge health and environmental laws and regulations in international trade tribunals that operate outside the country’s legal system.

Bans or phase-outs of toxic substances ranging from gasoline additives to asbestos to pesticides have been challenged under NAFTA. For example, the U.S. manufacturer of the pesticide lindane, Crompton Corporation, is challenging Canada’s ban on that pesticide (even though its use is already prohibited in the United States). And Dow Agrosciences together with a consortium of U.S. pesticide companies has threatened to challenge a ban on non-agricultural use of 20 pesticides, including 2,4-5, adopted by the Province of Quebec. For the small economies of Central America, the mere threat of such costly suits will exert a significant chilling effect on the adoption of new, stricter regulations, including pesticide regulations, to protect public health and the environment.

Finally, CAFTA adds new intellectual property (IP) protection called data exclusivity, which provides special monopoly protections for regulatory data, such as efficacy and environmental fate data, that have traditionally been relied upon by generic pesticide and drug manufacturers to register their products.

CAFTA provides five additional years of market protection, or exclusivity, over and above the WTO-imposed 20-year patent protection, ensuring that generic producers cannot prove the efficacy and safety of their products by citing the patent-holder’s data to demonstrate equivalency with a brand-name product.

While data exclusivity for pesticides will not cause the same enormous health impacts as with pharmaceuticals—it is estimated that prices for medicines may go up 800% in Costa Rica without generic competition—it will nonetheless have negative consequences. By stifling lower-cost generic production of newer, less toxic pesticides, data exclusivity will work to increase farmers’ reliance on older, usually more toxic, broad-spectrum pesticides.

If the generic company can’t rely on regulatory approvals granted on brand name data, in most cases—especially in smaller markets—it simply won’t enter the market. Without generic competition, the price of the newer, less toxic pesticides will remain high and out of reach of many farmers, who will continue to rely on highly toxic, older and cheaper pesticides, with the consequent health impacts that PLAGSALUD documented in Central America.

Trade and Integration in Central America: On a Collision Course with Democracy and Public Health?

The U.S. Trade Representative asserts that “[t]rade agreements like CAFTA strengthen transparency and the rule of law . . .” but the experience in Central America belies such claims. To the contrary, a striking lack of transparency and respect for domestic law in the negotiating process gives powerful players such as agrochemical corporations privileged access to the negotiating process to advance their agendas, while the weak and vulnerable, including farmers, workers, and the fragile Central American democratic institutions themselves, come out clear losers.

A few Central American authorities have spoken out against the effects of trade agreements on pesticide controls, joining with civil society organizations to argue that trade and integration should benefit public health, not undermine it. For example, the Costa Rican Commerce Minister Alberto Trejos stated that his country would accept the Customs Union only if it would maintain or improve national standards. And the President of Panama signed an Executive Decree in 2002 reaffirming the right of that country to maintain its own pesticide-registration authority, even if a unified regional registry were to be adopted via the Customs Union.

But those in the region who would renegotiate parts of these trade agreements face powerful resistance from transnational chemical companies and increasing pressure from the United States to ratify the trade agreements quickly. The agreements are seen as cornerstones to free trade in the hemisphere; the Customs Union is considered essential so that a truck with merchandise can traverse the “bottleneck” of the Central American isthmus in one business day or less, a practical prerequisite to the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas.

Trade agreements should follow the model of other international conventions, setting out a minimum standard, or floor, for all parties without limiting the member states’ ability to enact legislation that provides greater protection to public health and the environment. Instead, trade agreements impose a restrictive ceiling on environment, consumer, and worker protections. If international standards are weaker than its own, a country must harmonize its standards down to the lowest common denominator. But as long as corporations are invited to negotiating tables, while the health and environment sector, labor, NGOs, and consumers are left out in the cold, the agreements, not surprisingly, reflect these narrow special interests, not those of the poor-country trading partners. Nowhere, for example, does CAFTA (or the WTO, or the draft FTAA) require member countries to apply their environmental or labor laws diligently, or prohibit them from lowering environmental standards to attract foreign investment.

If the Unified Pesticide Registry and other deregulatory trade measures to protect pesticide markets are adopted as currently written, the region will have lost a unique opportunity to use economic integration to help bring health and environmental standards of all member nations up to a common, union-wide level, following the European Union integration model. For example, the Unified Pesticide Registry could be
crafted to bring the pesticide-registration standards of all Central American member countries up to the best in the region, in this case that of Nicaragua, thereby establishing better health protections throughout the isthmus, instead of allowing them to fall to the least common denominator.

As of mid-2005, the Nicaraguan Minister of Agriculture still refused to fulfill his legal duty to act on the commission’s resolution and implement the ban on the three worst-actor pesticides; the Central American governments have yet to ratify the Customs Union, and they are divided on CAFTA. An alternative approach—creating a union-wide pesticide-registration process that gives the ministries of health the legally binding authority to review regional pesticide registration applications, bringing the whole region up to the standard of the Nicaraguan law—has been proposed by that country’s health ministry and is supported by civil society. To date, though, the proposal has been ignored by the Customs Union negotiators, made up of representatives from the commerce and agriculture ministries, who graciously offer a seat at the table to their colleagues from the agrochemical industry on a routine basis.

The proposed trade agreements in Central America and throughout the hemisphere36 show an unambiguous bias toward corporate profit over public health. The agreements have strayed far from the subject of non-discrimination in trade, and become key vehicles through which industry promotes a deregulatory agenda around the world, usurping the rights and responsibilities of sovereign nations to protect the health and environmental of their citizens and undermining national laws achieved through democratic processes. The principle guiding the approach advocated by CSOs and the ministry of health in Nicaragua—retooling integration and trade agreements to strengthen public health and environmental protection in all the trading-partner nations—is one cornerstone of an alternative strategy. But time is of the essence. Deep concerns over CAFTA’s impacts on labor rights, farmers, and vulnerable economic sectors in the United States as well as Central American have stalled the ratification process, offering a critical opportunity for collaborations between the health sector and CSOs, such as the one in Nicaragua, to put public health protection back on the trade and integration agenda.
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